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4  Sa ntirued with another line 

helm./ the teal stripe. 5 Broduer added one more single 

black line near the free edge 

and. once the nail was completely dry, 

she finished with top coat. 

BEHIND THE NAIL PROS BY STEPHANIE YAGGY LAVERY 

THE VA<I\G 
OF OUR COVER 
WHEN IT COMES TO SUMMER NAIL POLISH 
COLLECTIONS, WE AUTOMATICALLY THINK 
BRIGHTS—AND THIS SEASON'S NO DIFFERENT 
WITH ITS BURSTS OF NEONS THAT POP. We 
enlisted the talents of Jolene Brodeur for China 
Glaze to create the nails for our cover and color 
story "Neon Explosion." She opted to highlight 
neutral white and black with flashes of fluorescent 
for a look that is at once both on-trend and totally 
wearable. Working with fun colors like these 
practically begs for carefree art, all you need is 
your imagination. For more summer nail designs, 
turn to "Neon Explosion" (page 134) and check 
out Brodeur's handy work. 

"This is such a 
simple desig.  

but it was 
one ofm)- 

fricorite looks 
of the c/a)!" 

—Jolene Brodeur 

Creating the Cover \ails 

I Brodeur began by prepping the 

model's nails. She then applied 

base coat and two thin coats of 

white polish. 

n  Once the polish was mostly dry, 

she used a striping brush to 

paint a thin line of teal polish across 

the middle of the nail, 

3 Next, Brodeur used a striping 

brush and black lacquer to paint 

a thin line above the teal stripe. 
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Photographer 

Bonnie Holland 

Hair  d.  Makeup 

Bethany Ruck 

Jordan  Grossman 
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Gettin' Glittery 
Neon lacquer calls to mind heavily pigmented 

cream formulas that dry slightly matte—but 

glitter? That's right! The newest iteration 

of fluorescents comes in the form of glitter 

polish punctuated by neon flecks. While they 

can certainly be layered over any color, inky 

black allows those specks to sparkle. 

Earrings. Lady Danger Vintage, etsy.com/shop/  

LadyDanger Vintage. 
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Spiff up sporty-chic style this summer with electric fluorescents. 

By Stephanie Lavery • Photography by Bonnie Holland 
Nails: Jolene Brodeur for China Glaze Hair/Makeup: Bethany Ruck Stylist: Jordan Grossman Model: Zorana, Hollywood Model Management 
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(Clockwise from top) Orly Push the Limit • China Glaze 	Rave 

Caption Sorry I'm Not Sorry • Dun i That S_ 	 • Cuccio 

Colour Tutti Fruit • Color Club Grand Can 
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(Clockwise from top) Orly Thrill Seeker • Essie Make Some 

Noise • Leak Into the Deep • OPI I Sea You Wear DPI • INM 
- Glow Worm • China Glaze Can I Get An Untz Untz 
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Rainbow Crush 
Too many tones to choose? 

A multicolored design will gratify 

clients looking for a hint of neon 

as well as those requiring a 

full-color coating. 
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Sunlit Shades 
Fluorescent fiends take  note  me vibrant 

hues found in this  seats  collections 

work best when backed by white even 

when layering—to ensure a powerful pop. 



Take a cue from the '80s and "splatter paint" 

pigments. Finish with a matte glitter top coat 

for the final splattered touch. Rings, Vida Kushi; 



Burned out from too many 

brights? Tone down blazing 

hues with natural nudes that 

provide a muted base for 

brilliant summer shades. 

titoo 
41011.4*** 

Neons + Nudes 
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AO' 	Eschewing 

fall's somber 

mood in exchange for a bit of levity cer- 

tainly came across in digit decor, whether by 

way of buoyant colors (think bumblebee yellow and bril-

liant mint) or lighthearted designs (brace-face half moons. 

anyone?). Miss Pop explains the orthodontist's dream 

design she crafted for 

the Rachel Antonoff 
-1011Pt.. 	 show, saying, 'The 

. 	, • 	_ 
• 	. 	 clothes are inspired 

_ 	 • 
by a high school 

- 	 science fair, and this 
— 

nail embodies that 

awkward stage a teen 

goes through." Such - 

wit should be part of 
411■ 	 your nail kit, too! 

414  

- 	Agit. 

China Glaze @ Degen  

DRIPPING DECADENCE 
Some of us are unapologetically max-inistas 

at heart. Draping nails in gold chains, 

gargantuan pearls and zillions of paillettes 	7;13 

just feels so right—and that level of artistry 

always comes with a beautiful backstory. 

At Saunders, lead nail tech Pattie Yankee 

crafted nails befitting "a modern take on Tudor 

luxury. Think: Henry the XIII after he left all of his wives." 

The result? Truly killer matte black nails filed to an aggressive 
. 	. 
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HOLLYWOOD FILE  BY TAYLOR FOLEY 

HAUTE 
HOLIDAY 
Summer polish looks 

inspired by celebrity 

getaways. 

Although the words "yacht party," 
"black card" and "private jet" 
may not be included in your client's summer 

lexicon, her plans are just as important as 

any celeb's —and it's your job to keep her 

tips perfectly polished for every occasion. 

Not sure where to start? We've created 

on-trend color combos inspired by celebrity-

laden locales that are guaranteed to make 

clients feel like an A-lister, no matter where 

the summer takes them. 

• 	 , 

AT.  DESTINATION: 

" 	Cabo San Lucas, Mexico 

O
CELEBS:  Jennifer Aniston Maria 

Menounos (shown) and Lea Michele 

COLOR REPORT:  Top tips with 

warm tones like coral, nude and bronze 2 
PRODUCTS: 1. ibd Celfie in Almalfi 

2. Mia Sec.ret Latte AB 3. Young 

Nails Caption Juice Me 

' 3 

fr; 
3 

DESTINATION: 

= Mykonos, Greece 
CELEBS:  Angelina Jolie-Pitt, 

Lindsay Lohan (shown), and Sofia 

Vegara 

COLOR REPORT:  Mimic the 

romantic city views with iridescent 

white and blue polishes finished with 

a hint of glitter. 

PRODUCTS: 

1. INM Funkadelic 2. Venique 

Satin Slipper 3. Zoya Genesis 

A.  DESTINATION: 

The Hamptons, New York 
CELEBS:  Scarlett Johansson. Kourtney 

Kardashian (shown), and Jennifer Lopez 

COLOR REPORT:  Recreate the town's 

preppy nautical style for a summer barbecue 

with navy blue, red and yellow shades. 

PRODUCTS: 1. Dud One 

Summer Dream 2. LCN Not 

Without My Catwalk Stilettos 

3. OPI My Car HaF f\l '"'"ntirm  

'Mk  DESTINATION: 

Phuket, Thailand 
CELEBS:  Jessica Alba (shown), Beyonce 

and Rihanna 

COLOR REPORT:  Opt for shimmery blue and 

teal polishes reminiscent of the crystal clear water 

and incorporate hints of purple for an exotic contrast. 

PRODUCTS: 1. China Glaze EverGlaze Cashin' 

Out 2. CND Ifinylux Butterfly Queen 3. Jessica 

-COsmetics Krishna Blue 

fy
- DESTINATION: 

Ibiza, Spain 
CELEBS:  Paris Hilton (shown), Kate 

Moss and Michelle Rodriguez 

COLOR REPORT:  Reach for a shocking 

trio of lime green, electric pink and aqua blue. 

PRODUCTS: 1. Color Club Prickly Pear 

2. Cuccio Colour Double Bubble Trouble 

3. Morgan Taylor Postcards From Paris 
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